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You don’t have to 
reinvent the wheel

The idea for the new HAAS Timberhawk is the 
innovative further development and evolution of 
the Timberjack 240 Skidder, produced in great 
numbers and proven.

The existing advantages of a long wheelbase, 
low seat position, balanced distribution of weight 
and stability have been supplemented by new 
engines and a new generation of transmission 
technology with continuous drive.

Therefore, the power development of the drivetrain 
is easily controlled, even under most difficult 
conditions.

Furthermore, the Timberhawk is optionally 
equipped with a double drum cable winch, 
respectively a rear shield adjustable in height, 
to meet the requirements of a modern forest 
entrepreneur.

Compare every detail, 
the sum will convince you!

The sum is an unbeatable machine, guaranteeing an optimum of power, safety and maintenance of value 
by the totality of characteristics. High-quality components assure a long lifetime thus meeting the high 
requirements of professional forestry operation..

Convince yourself of the machine, offering a maximum of reliability through quality and experience!
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For everyone with passion for exclusivity, perfectionism and high quality, 

HAAS offers a maximum of special equipment.
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TRANSFER GEARBOX WITH WIDE ANGLE DRIVE
An outstanding feature of the Timberhawk is the smooth and ground 
conserving operation, provided by the continuous drive from 
0 – 13 km/h respectively 0 – 25 km/h as well as the four wheel drive 
that can be disconnected. This way the operator is relieved and the 
productivity as well as availability is increased.
In the main operating range, the hydrostatic drive works as a 
low-pressure system thus increasing the lifetime!

DIESEL ENGINE
The Timberhawk is equipped with a 4.5 liter PowerTechTM from John 
Deere, characterized by a high torque in the lower speed range and 
meeting the requirements of the emission standard Stage 3B for Euro-
pe (EEC) and Stage iT4 according to EPA guidelines for North America 
(EPA). 

BRAKE AND DIFFERENTIAL LOCK
In order to provide a maximum of traction in all terrain conditions, front 
and rear axle is equipped with an internal service and parking break. 
This way, especially the parking break always affects all four wheels. 
The 100% differential locks can be activated on front, rear or both axles.

FRONT RADIATOR PROTECTION
The front hood and the hydraulic reversal fan with automatic reversion 
can be opened sideways for maintenance work. This means very 
maintenance-friendly.

FRONT BLADE
By mounting the front blade to the front axle, a precise adaption to 
ground level is possible even in most difficult terrain. 
Furthermore, there are two lockable storages integrated within the 
front blade.
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CENTER JOINT BEARING
Front and rear frame are connected at the steering point with bolted 
pins, which have proven its worth in practice.
They are easily adjustable to avoid clearance and easy to remove for 
maintenance work.
The large distance between the steering points reduces mechanical 
strain and increases reliability.
With the compact dimenstions, the Timberhawk offers maneuverability 
making it the best in its class.

AXLE END DRIVE WITH TURBO BREAK
A close look makes clear that on the Timberhawk every detail was taken 
into account.
Important examples are the axles, having large dimensioned brake 
plates which are directly connected to the flange hub. This results in a 
low rotation speed. The brake plates therefor have a low speed and low 
wear.
Additionally the turbo break has a self-cooling effect by the blades 
integrated into the axle housing.
The Timberhawk 4175A is equipped with Heavy Duty axles.
The machine Timberhawk 4145A can also optionally be equipped with 
HD axles.

SEAT POSITION
The seat is located about 500mm lower than in conventional skidders, 
close to the central point of the machine.
The operator hardly gets rocked sideways respectively back and forth 
during operation.
By the easy getting on and off, the operator can do a long shift 
fatigue-free.

DRIVETRAIN AND PENDULUM BEARING OF FRONT AXLE
The closed wide angle hydrostat for forward and backward responds 
instantly and transfers all power completely to the ground.
The transmissions have been calculated very carefully.
The Timberhawk is designed very economically to get the maximum of 
power out of every liter of fuel. The well-conceived pendulum bearing of 
the front axle with integrated mounting of the front blade allows about 
250mm saving of total machine height – with ground clearance at the 
same time and outstanding tilting moment.
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Timberhawk

 4175A
Cable Skidder
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Technical datasheet cable skidder:

We reserve the right to make changes to these specifications at any time without prior notice. The only warranty given by Haas, which will be enclosed with each product sold by Haas. The only warranty given 
by Haas is the written limited warranty that is included with each product sold by Haas. Haas accepts no responsibility or liability for financial loss or personal injury caused by changes to a Haas product which 
were not expressly approved by Haas or by installing assessories in Haas products if the accessories were not developed or manufactured by Haas. Not all products are available in all countries. The manufacturer 
reserves the right to make changes or improvements at any time without being obliged to make these changes to previously manufactured machines.

TIMBERHAWK 4175A
DIESELENGINE

Engine power max.
Fuel tank volume

John Deere 4045 PowerTechTM
PVX Engine with turbocharger and exhaust gas recirculation
iT4 / Stage 3B
4 cylinders
4,5 l capacity
173 hp (129kW)
188 l

DRIVETRAIN
Driving speed 1.gear
Driving speed 2.gear

Hydrostatic wide angle drivetrain with mech. two-speed transmission
13 km/h
25 km/h

STEERING
Steering angle

Hydraulic orbitrol- and joystick steering
45° left and right

BREAK Service break
Parking break

Oil cooled, internal disc brake, acting on front and rear axle
Spring-loaded locking break, acting on front and rear axle

AXLES Planetary axles with switchable differential 100% in 
Front axle or rear axle or both axles at the same time

HYDRAULIC

Hydraulic tank volume

Axial piston pump
228 l/min.
ca. 270 bar
165 ltr

CABIN ROPS, FOPS, OPS
With low, single door entrance, emergency exit, air suspension 
driver’s seat, security glass

COOLING SYSTEM Hydraulic reversal fan, opening sideways with automatic reversing
FRAME High-tensile fine-grained steel
FRONT BLADE Width 2.040mm, hydr. actuated, integrated to moveable front axle

Made by          in Germany

Powered by John Deere
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Innovation is our strength:
HAAS - MASCHINENBAU represents decadesof experience in forestry technology:
We strive for innovation, quality, service and spare parts supply for forestry management!

We provide tailor-made solutions to make your company more efficient and to make your manual 
operations more productive.
Every year we invest large sums in developing our products.

Our goal is always to help you carry out your operations faster, more safer and easier.

HAAS - MASCHINENBAU develops modifications exclusively for John Deere forestry machines 
(formerly TIMBERJACK) for all applications in short and long timber forestry.

Made in Germany

Your success is our demand!

Your dealer:

Innovation, quality, service and spare parts supply


